[Health inequalities in Barcelona and Valencia].
Inequalities in health have been internationally recognized as an important public health problem with a reduction of 25% being the first target of WHO--Europe for the year 2000. It is, therefore, important to describe and monitor the same. An ecological study was performed using secondary data from the statistics of mortality (years 1985-1988) and the municipal censuses from the year 1986 to describe and compare inequalities in health in the cities of Valencia and Barcelona with neighborhoods being the unit of observation and analysis. Although the rates of mortality in Barcelona city are slightly inferior and those of Valencia slightly higher to those of Spain, both cities demonstrate important inequalities in regard to mortality in their neighborhoods with respect to standardized mortality which ranged from 78 to 182 in Barcelona and from 63 to 147 in Valencia. The privileged zones in Barcelona are those of Pedralbes and Sant Gervasi and in Valencia in the neighborhoods of Sant Pau and Jaume Roig with the most unfavorable neighborhoods being District I in Barcelona (Gothic Quarter, City Park, Barceloneta and Raval) and the Na Rovella and Fuensanta neighborhoods of Valencia. The level of inequality in both cities is very similar. Statistically significant associations have been found in both cities between the state of health and the level of poverty in the neighborhoods according to an approximation to the Townsend et al indexes. The description of important inequalities in two large Spanish cities suggests the possibility of its existence in other cities and established the urgent need for a study using comparable methodologies. With the use of routine and presently available data sources it is possible to describe and posteriorly monitor the level of inequality in large cities in Spain. The development of policies to diminish the inequalities in the large cities would provide considerable gains in terms of human lives. The present results support the hypothesis that material conditions in everyday life play an important role as a condition for public health inequality.